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Patient reported outcome measures (PROMs) are ques-
tionnaires used in clinical and research settings to better 
understand patients’ perspectives on their conditions and the 
effect of therapies.1 The use of PROMs has increased expo-
nentially in the past 10 years due to a broader shift towards 
a patient-based healthcare system.2 As such, PROMs are 
becoming increasingly essential in all facets of medi-
cine, including clinical practice, research, and healthcare 
funding.2

The Food & Drug Administration and Consensus-based 
Standards for the selection of health status Measurement 
Instruments (COSMIN) have standard guidelines on devel-
oping PROMs and measurement properties to ensure the 
creation of robust and quality PRO instruments that capture 
the burden of disease or treatment in its entirety.3,4 Inter-
national Society for Quality of Life Research (ISOQOL) 
also has published recommendations for properly utilizing 
PROM.5 These guidelines must be followed accordingly to 
apply PROMs in clinical and research settings.3–5 At the 
minimum, steps needed for PROM development include 
item generation, item reduction, field testing, and psycho-
metric evaluation.6 Psychometric properties include reliabil-
ity and validity, which are necessary to support the use of 
PROMs.4 Additional factors may be considered to ensure 
the PROMs measure a given entity accurately and fairly, 
including clarity, relevance, and cultural appropriateness and 

translation.6 The process also takes into account patients’ 
understanding and interpretation of the items.7 Widely used 
PROMs have followed the standard guidelines on developing 
and validating their measures. As examples, BREAST-Q and 
M.D. Anderson Symptom Inventory (MDASI) specific for 
lung cancer (MDASI-LC) underwent a rigorous develop-
ment methodology and psychometric validation.7, 8

Many validated PROMs have published guidelines on 
how to utilize and score their instruments. The European 
organization for research and treatment of cancer (EORTC)’s 
Quality of Life and BREAST-Q user manuals are all accessi-
ble to researchers and physicians.9,10 These manuals explic-
itly indicate that modifications are not allowed as straying 
from the guidelines can undermine the PROM’s reliability, 
validity, and overall effects.11 In this editorial, we seek to 
emphasize the importance of adhering to the specific devel-
oper guidelines of PROMs and to provide precautionary 
measures. As PROMs become more regularly utilized, our 
goal is to ensure optimal use and accurate measurement of 
PROMs in both clinical and research settings.

There is a lack of studies on the inappropriate use of 
PROMs in the current literature, and additional studies 
investigating inaccurate PROM-related methodologies and 
results are necessary. However, we can extrapolate from a 
recent study examining use of BREAST-Q in postmastec-
tomy breast reconstruction. In this study, the most common 
mistakes in BREAST-Q administration were addition, dele-
tion, or alteration of items, failure to score properly, and 
completion of the questionnaire through a telephone inter-
view or a third party.12 Each of these is addressed in the user 
manual of the BREAST-Q.10

Foremost, all questions in a validated PROM should be 
preserved and be consistent. Adaptation of a questionnaire 
involves making changes that consider the nuances of the 
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language and culture of the patient population. However, 
modification of a PROM means to change instrument con-
tent, format, and/or the mode of administration.13 Modifi-
cation may threaten the content validity and psychometric 
qualities of PROMs, and is thus unacceptable (and gener-
ally prohibited by copyright restrictions).9 Appropriate 
modification requires development of the new interpreta-
tion guideline and comprehensive evidence to support the 
alterations.14 Questions should not be added as this can alter 
how patients respond to other questions.11 Questions should 
also not be deleted as missing PRO data can reduce the study 
power and cause bias interpretation.15 Finally, questions 
should not be altered, either in phrasing or wording, as this 
can minimize the ease of reading, translation, and content 
coverage.14 Changing the number and/or phrasing of ques-
tions can affects the validity, measurement properties, and 
the interpretability and integrity of a PROM, as previously 
noted in an inaccurate use of the Asthma Control Question-
naire.8, 11 Unnecessary modification also means that new 
findings cannot be compared to other published data.

There is no one standardized way of scoring PROMs, as 
each PROM has a unique way of scaling and scoring meth-
ods. The variety of scoring methods and interpretation of 
these scores can complicate accurate scoring.16 However, 
an important quality of a PROM is its interpretability, the 
ability to assign qualitative meaning to a quantitative score 
or change in the score.16 Normative or reference values have 
been defined for many PROMs to put a specific score into 
perspective and to establish an accurate reference frame.17 
Reference values allow physicians to recognize low scores 
and provide appropriate and timely intervention, and if 
PROMs are not scored properly, these reference values 
can become meaningless. Further, systematic reviews and 
meta-analyses rely on each individual study to have properly 
executed its PROM and scoring. For instance, a systematic 
review on PROMs in lymphedema reviewed 200 related 
studies which utilized 54 different PROMs, the most com-
mon PROMs being SF-36 and EORTC. This review had 
to trust that each study reviewed adhered to the guidelines 
and scoring.18 Systematic reviews or meta-analyses can only 
synthesize the findings of multiple, independent studies if 
accurate scoring rules are followed.

Lastly, the essence of a PROM is that patients complete 
the surveys themselves. The mode of PROM administration 
is of important consideration and is often specified in the 
PROM manual. For example, BREAST-Q has been vali-
dated to be conducted either in paper or online at the dis-
cretion of patient and surgeon. Both means were found to 
be highly reliable and equivalent.19 However, some studies 
administered BREAST-Q via telephone interviews instead, 
which can introduce a new type of bias.12 Patients may feel 
influenced by the interviewer’s presence and tone of voice.20 
Whenever possible, PROMs should be self-completed unless 

manuals’ specifications state otherwise or have been vali-
dated to be accurate with other methods of administration.

It is a widely understood and often part of the copyright 
and licensing agreement that providers adhere to PROM 
guidelines. Assessments should be used as originally 
intended, without unwarranted modification, to preserve 
their integrity and validity. Authorized versions of PROMs 
should be used in clinical and research settings according to 
developers’ intended purpose.11 As PROMs become more 
common in clinical and research settings, it is imperative 
that one preserves the content of PROMs, accurately calcu-
lates the score, and administers the PROM as specified. We 
strongly encourage researchers and physicians to follow the 
user manuals of all PROMs and refrain from any inappropri-
ate changes to maintain clinical interpretability and to enable 
improved patient care and subsequent clinical research.
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